
Talk a Lot 
Getting a Job 

Preparing for a Job Interview – 20 Typical Questions 

Below are 20 typical questions that you could be asked at a job interview – and also some questions that perhaps 
you shouldn’t be asked, because your answers may lead the employer to discriminate against you unfairly*. 

1) Say whether each question is fair or unfair – and give reasons.
2) Discuss with a partner: what are interviewers trying to find out when they ask each question? What would

be the right way and the wrong way to answer each question?
3) Find a job advert (or use your current job as an example) and use the questions in role plays with your

partner. The interviewer could decide to be either fair or unfair in their choice of questions – or a bit of both!
The candidate could answer the questions in… a) the right way, or b) the wrong way.

1. What kind of salary are you looking for?

2. If you knew your manager was wrong about something, what would you do?

3. Why do you think you would be suitable for this position?

4. Do you have any health conditions that we should know about?

5. Where do you see yourself in x years’ time?

6. What religion are you?

7. What do you find irritating?

8. If successful, would you be willing to relocate?

9. Why do you want to work here?

10. What do you like to do outside of work?

11. Are you planning to start a family in the next x years?

12. Where do your parents hail [come] from?

13. If I asked one of your friends to name your weaknesses, what would they say?

14. If you were an x, what kind of x would you be? [e.g. If you were an animal…]

15. If I gave you the job, would you…? [e.g. go out for a drink with me]

16. Are you willing to work… shifts / weekends / overtime / flexitime, etc.?

17. Tell me about… your skills / qualifications / experience / achievements, etc.

18. Give an example of when you had to operate outside your comfort zone.

19. How do you deal with stress?

20. Do you have any questions that you want to ask us?

*Note: questions about race, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, and family, e.g. marital status and pregnancy,
should be avoided at job interviews, because the answers given could lead the employer to discriminate against the 
candidate. Therefore, questions 4, 6, 11, 12, and 15 may be considered unfair – or even unlawful – at a job interview.
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